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FUZE - FAQs 

What is Fuze? 

Fuze is a three-part talent competition with a unique twist, accepting entries from talented 

contestants across four content pillars - Music, Dance, Fashion, Technology or Innovation. 

Who is eligible to participate? 

Fuze is open to contestants who are between the ages of 18 and 35 years, as at 01 December 

2022 and are citizens of Nigeria or have legal authorisation to live in Nigeria. 

What is exempted from participating? 

Employees and relatives of the Producer (Livespot360) and the Sponsors (Stanbic IBTC). You 

are also exempted from participating if have a prior binding agreement with another financial 

institution (such as modelling or endorsement deal with a competing brand to the Show sponsor) 

or if you are unable to commit to the Terms and Conditions. 

How much is audition fee? 

Fuze is free of charge and does not require you to pay any fees to submit your audition video for 

consideration. 

How can I submit my audition video? 

Upload your 60-seconds Audition Video on your social media page, go to the audition platform – 

Download the Stanbic IBTC EVENTS app - fill all fields of the application form. You will be required 

to upload a valid means of identification and your audition video showing off your talent or 

presentation as well as provide the link to the social media post of your video. 

What happens after I submit my audition video? 

Your audition video will be reviewed to decide whether you go through to the next phase of the 

audition, which is a physical audition in Lagos – Nigeria. If you make it through to the physical 

audition, the Producer will contact you via the e-mail provided and phone number. Transportation 

to the venue of the physical audition shall be at your expense. Please note that even if you do not 

make it to the next round of physical audition, your submitted video may be featured across the 

show and marketing content. 

What are the stages of the competition? 

https://we.tl/t-t9FlsqQ0fP
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There are three stages - digital audition, physical audition, and grand finale.  

When does entry submission close? 

11:59PM (WAT) on Sunday 20 November 2022 

For my music performance, is the use of soundtrack allowed? 

No. Just your raw voice, with no effects.  

What genre of music is acceptable for music performance? 

All music genres are acceptable. 

How long is the competition? 

The grand finale is scheduled for December 2022. 

Will I/We be housed at any point or required to stay in a camp? 

No, it is not a requirement. 

What is the prize money for this competition? 

This will be advised later. 


